Accommodation
You can book your accommodation for 5th TERMIS World Congress 2018 Kyoto, Japan
from the following website.

Official Hotels for 5th TERMIS World Congress 2018 Kyoto, Japan
APPLY HERE

If you do not find your suitable hotel from official Hotels for 2018 TERMIS World Congress
(announced soon from this website), please check JAPANiCAN.com.
We would like to introduce delegates variety of accommodations, from Luxury class to
economy class, Ryokan(Japanese Style Inn), Guest Houses and etc. through
JAPANiCAN.com, offering a wide variety of hotels at highly discounted rates, specializing in
travel around Japan.
Reservation of rooms during congress period will be available in late February. The
hotels below are the examples of accommodation type available through JAPANiCAN.com .
We wish you could find out suitable stay in Kyoto.

Guesthouses (Average Room Rate @ 1,000˜3,000JPY/person)

HARUYA Hostels Aqua

Just 8 minutes from JR Kyoto Station. An old Kyoto townhouse with around 100 years of history.
Located nearby Nishi Hongan-ji Temple - allowing for a nice morning stroll. In the evenings,
guests can visit a famous Kyoto sento bath. Kiyomizudera Temple, Gion and Kinkakuji can all be
reached easily via Kyoto's great transportation network.

Kyoto Guesthouse Shiori Ann

Refurbished a Kyoto townhouse built in the early Showa Era (1926 - 1989). 10 minutes on foot
to Kyoto Station, and 15 minutes on foot to Shijo, the city center of Kyoto. Welcomes
solo-travelers.

Capsule Hotels (Average Room Rate @ 2,000˜4,000JPY/person)-

Individual pods,

sometimes dozens to a room, each a self-contained mini-hotel room, with a bed, lights, and
sometimes even a TV.

Nine Hours Kyoto

Capsule rooms are single-occupancy, so please change the number of guests to only one guest
per room (i.e., two adults will require two rooms). Rooms for parties including both men and
women must be reserved separately, as nine hours is divided into exclusive women's floors and
men's floors.

First Cabin Kyoto Karasuma

Only 2 stops from Kyoto Station via subway line train! Conveniently located 1 minute on foot
from Shijo Station, this hotel features unique rooms designed like a plane's first class cabin.All
cabins are equipped with a TV, Wi-Fi connection, and amenities. Shared facilities include a lounge,
jet bath, shower booth, and others.Even lone female travelers can be at ease, as floors in the
accommodation area are either male-exclusive or female-exclusive.

Ryokans (Average Room Rate @ 20,000˜30,000JPY/person)-Known as
Japanes Traditional Style Inn with Tatami Room.

Ryokan Adumaya

Located close to Kyoto Station, this ryokan is very convenient for sightseeing.

Togetsu-tei

Founded in 1898 during Meiji era (1868-1912), Togetsu Tei, one among the best hotels for
strolling in Sagano, is situated at Togetsubashi Minamizume. Inside the hotel, Kitayama Maruta
(Kyoto's symbolic tree used in traditional buildings) are all over the place. Scents of Oko
(Japanese incense) and sounds of Koto (Traditional Japanese stringed musical instrument)
reproduce the true Kyoto atmosphere.

Economy Hotels (Average Room Rate @ 8,000˜15,000JPY/person)

Sotetsu Fresa Inn Kyoto-Shijokarasuma

This new hotel - which opened on April 1, 2017 - is just 2 minutes on foot from Shijo and
Karasuma stations. An ideal base for both sightseeing and business trips. All rooms are
non-smoking and have air purifiers. Guests here can enjoy a comfortable stay.

Kyoto Rich Hotel

Located within walking distance of Kyoto station, Kiyomizu-dera Temple, Nishiki Market and
Pontocho, this hotel is the perfect base for sightseeing. It is also close to the business and
entertainment districts.

